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MINUTES   

Committee Meeting 
5th June 2021 

10.30 am via Zoom 

 
Members in Attendance: 
Ross & Betty St Quintin, Gunther & Debbie Gerdes, Andy Cubbage, Martin Watts, 

Neil Searle-Jones, Barbara Hutchins and Jeff & Jo Bacon. 

 

AGENDA ITEMS ACTION BY/Date 

Apologies for Absence: 
None received 

 

Minutes of the last meeting: 
The minutes were read and agreed 

 

Matters Arising: 
Agenda Items 

 
 

Officers Reports: 
Activities:  Debbie reported that the June social for 17th was proving difficult due 
to Government restrictions, so this date will be cancelled but the ride on Sunday 
27th will now include a picnic at the destination. 
The social planned for July 17th will be arranged for a restaurant in Norwich that 
can accommodate a larger party either inside or outside according to the weather. 
Photographer:  Martin has been contacted by Harley magazine to include the 
photographic competition into the national magazine. Martin is also going through 
the gallery on the website to make more images available on the open side of the 
site. 
E Comms:  Martin has now agreed to take on this additional role and after a few 
teething problems has now created a new template and all seems to be working 
well.  Jeff thanked Martin for taking on this extra responsibility. 
HRC:  Gunther felt the first ride of this year to Sandringham went well but asked 
members to be mindful of the image our large group makes to the public and 
continue to promote social responsibility.  Gunther stated we are now three road 
crew down due to a variety of reasons and would be looking to share out the 
dates to keep allocation as fair as possible.  The dealership have one or two items 

they would like included onto the calendar but are waiting until the government 
release before confirming with the chapter.  Road Captains will be asked to 
submit their plans earlier for safety assessment so they can be passed to Gunther 
for distribution to members in good time.  Betty reminded Gunther about her 
request to move the 4th of July LOH ride to the 1st of August to avoid the clash with 
the national NHS ride.   
Treasurer:  The bank account is healthy at circa £4500.00, £500 of which is 
charity funds. The zoom subscription has been renewed for another year and the 
only predicted expense will be Road Captain courses later in the year.  Patches 
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and pins have been stocked.  Neil has received two or three requested for the 

normal Iceni patch to be available in extra large to replace the HOG back patch 
worn on chapter waistcoats. The protocol for a HOG chapter requires the large 
HOG backpatch to be displayed beneath the chapter name.  This helps to identify 
the ride as a HOG chapter rather than an independent group. 
Editor:  The next date for article submission is 10th June, this will be an ‘Extra’ 
edition, so committee submissions are not essential.  Colin reported that he also 
had been contacted by Scott Walker from the national magazine and had sent 

copies of previous newsletters to provide a profile of the chapter for an overall 
article.   
Webmaster:  Andy has working on the site to keep the content updated and 
relevant.  Lind are aware that some of the email links from officer address to 
personal addresses are broken and they are hoping to remedy this in the very 
near future. 
Andy now holds the additional role of Chapter Historian and has been working 
back through past minutes to build the archive, as the role has been vacant for 
some time. Jeff agreed to check over the record before it is uploaded to the site. 
Assistant Director:  Barbara confirmed that a raffle would be held at the July 
chapter meeting and were prizes available from the dealer, Jeff confirmed.   
The overnight ride planned for July is almost full, with only one room now 
available.  Barbara will contact the hotel to see if there is any more availability.   

The funeral ride for Rosie Whisson has been sorted, with plans following those 
arranged for Bob Whissons funeral last year.  Members can then attend the wake 
to be held at “The Oaksmere” if they wish, as the funeral is for invited guests 
only, due to limitations currently in place.  
Assistant Director:  Ross confirmed that chapter marketing was proceeding well 
with the current interest shown by the national magazine.  Jeff passed a request 
through from Lind that the open facebook page be closely monitored and if 

anything controversial was being added then they requested the account to be 
deleted.  It was hoped that if the chapter attended any charitable events then the 
local press would publish a relevant article. 
All “Biker Down” and first aid courses have now been finalised and participants 
advised of the details. 
The Convergence Rally in Cirencester is still anticipated to proceed as planned 
and Ross has put together the rides plans.  Two groups have been arranged with 

some travelling independently.   
LOH:  Betty has rides arranged but LOH socials will be arranged when 
government restrictions are more flexible. 
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Ride Out Calendar:  Ross advised that he cannot lead the rise to Sunbeams 
Summer fete now and mentioned that it is usually presumed that Iceni would run 
the charity auction they hold at the event.  Barbara has agreed to lead the ride 

and Audrey Watts has agreed to lead the auction.  The ‘Baton’, chapter ride is 
also on this date, Jeff will lead this through to Uppingham supported by a 
member riding the new Pan American motorcycle.  Gunther will need to contact 
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Phil as he is listed for rides but apparently his trike is out of action at present. 

Iceniors:  Neil is the organiser for these rides, but due to health issues is unable 
to ride at present.  Current medication is helping, and he is hopeful this situation 
will change in the future.  However, Neil is moving to Essex soon and plans to 
remain with the chapter and at present is happy to continue planning the Iceniors 
schedule and ride when possible.  However, if a more local organiser can be 
found this may be more beneficial. 
This situation is also complicated by the loss of another regular road captain, and 
Phils trike being out of action. The rides need to continue as official chapter rides, 
planned and advertised as such, only converting to a ‘mates’ ride as a very last 
resort, usually due to unforeseen circumstance. 
In addition to the above, Neil supports the chapter in his role as Treasurer, 
although this will still be possible to continue.  However, there are a few regular 
responsibilities that will need to be passed to others to be maintained.  
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Road Crew:  Jeff reported from HOG that they have no mandatory requirement 
that to hold the position of Road Captain within a chapter you need to have 
attended their official course, although this is encouraged.  The chapter have 
always required members to complete this course prior to fulfilling this role.  The 
national courses are all on hold at present due to the difficulties of large numbers 
of candidates from all over the country attending classroom sessions.  Therefore, 
chapters have been advised that if they feel a member has demonstrated the 

necessary ability to provide safe ride plans and lead rides to a good standard then 
they award the patch, with the proviso that the candidate attend the course when 
possible. 
In line with this, it was voted unanimously to award Andy Cubbage and Granville 
Gilbert their patches, they have demonstrated these abilities and have been 
waiting to attend a course for over a year.  Also, Graham Feilding was a road 
captain in another chapter and will also be accepted as a road captain within 

Iceni. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Gunther/Jeff 

Any other business:  Barbara mentioned she had been contacted by someone 
saying he was not receiving comms from the chapter.  Jo will sort as he is not a 
member and may be confused with the HOG membership offered with a new 
bike. 
Colin asked if Iceni are planning a ride to coincide with the NHS ride on July 4th, it 

has been left to members to attend individually as there are several routes and 
members may wish to join something more local to them.   

 

Date and time of next meeting:  
Saturday 3rd July 10:30 followed by chapter meeting at 12:00 noon.  Finally we 
can  MEET AT THE DEALERHSIP, first since 7th March 2020 

 

 


